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St Modan's High School is a Roman Catholic Comprehensive High School serving the young people and 
families of Stirling, Clackmannanshire and West Falkirk (Banknock, Denny, Dunipace). 
 
As a Catholic school we are committed to the education of the whole person - spiritually, intellectually, 
socially, morally and physically. Our school is truly comprehensive in the sense that we welcome all who 
wish to be part of our community. 
 
 
Our aim is to create a community of faith and learning in which: 

 values such as those on the Scottish Parliament's Mace - Compassion, Justice, Wisdom and Integrity 
- permeate all our policies, actions and interactions; 

 the needs of each pupil are at the centre of everything we do; 
 the same dignity and respect is accorded to every member of our community - pupils, staff, parents 

and visitors; 
 there is a culture of high expectations and praise to promote the best possible conditions for 

learning and teaching; 
 all have the opportunity and are encouraged to reach their full potential and to grow in wisdom and 

in grace. 

 

In St Modan's High School education is about values first and everything else second.  St Modan's has carried 
on an age-old tradition of placing values at the centre of the school's aims and character development at 
the heart of the school's endeavours. 
  
The first Rector JL Foxworthy spoke in 1933 of encouraging pupils to develop "a sensible pride and a desire 
for something noble and worthwhile." As the present school community prepares young people to face up 
to the new challenges of the 21st century, in a  beautiful purpose-built modern school building on an idyllic 
site at the foot of the Ochil Hills- we could do worse than look to our forebears for inspiration. 
  
It is our hope that they would find in our School Aims ideas that they would applaud and values that they 
would share; that they would find in our current endeavours, achievements that they would recognise and 
standards that they would endorse. 
 
St Modan’s is an exceptional school community which extends far beyond the school gates and one which 
helps our young people be confident, aspirational and the very best they can be in every respect.  
 
This report details for parents and others some of the many recent successes and achievements of our school 
and outlines briefly how the school plans to further improve in the next session.  
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        Our School Strategic Priorities 
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The purpose of a Standards & Quality Report 
 
 
This report should give readers an outline of the many achievements of the school over the past session 
(2014-15) and the overall quality of educational provision provided to our young people. It will highlight 
successes and indicate areas for further development for the coming session, as detailed in our School 
Improvement Plan. 
 
Progress in our school is measured in a wide range of evidence including… 
 

 Surveys (Pupils, parents, staff and partners) 

 Pupil Council 

 The Parent Forum – Parent Council and PTA 

 SQA Results 

 Data Analysis – SQA, Prelims, Tracking & Monitoring, MIDYIS testing, Insight 

 Stirling Council Performance Review 

 Staff Focus Groups, Staff-share, Working Parties, Collegiate activities etc 

 Focussed discussions by SLT (School Leadership Team) & Faculty Teams 

 Learning observations – formal and informal 

 Sampling pupil work – spot-checks, jotters, planners etc 

 School Reports 

 Parental concerns/complaints 

 Self-Evaluation for School Improvement strategies throughout the session – continuous reflection 
in line with How Good Is Our School version 3 
 

Information is shared with pupils, parents and the community throughout the year using our School 
Website, Twitter Account, School Reports (Interim and Final), Regular Pupil Council meetings, Parent Council 
and PTA meetings. Pupil achievements are celebrated through Praise Cards, Merits (Get Raffled), Tracking, 
Hollywood Stars, Recognition of Achievement Postcards, Achievement Assemblies, Awards Ceremony (and 
Awards Assemblies), and more. 
 

School Roll 
 
 
 

 

Attendance 
 

 12/13 13/14 14/15  

Total 91.56% 92.59% 92.61%  

 
 
  

 12/13 13/14 14/15 

Total 917 922 892 
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How well do young people learn and achieve?  
QI 1.1 Improvements in Performance  
 
In St Modan’s High School all teachers and staff are fully committed to ensuring that every pupil aspires to 
high achievement and attainment. Expectations are high and, in every respect the school is geared towards 
ensuring that pupils who attend our school are: successful in all aspects of their learning; develop confidence 
in their learning, themselves and others; provided with a wide range of opportunities to grow and develop 
responsibility; able to recognise and seize opportunities to make a contribution to shaping and improving 
the school and wider community  
 

 A culture of high expectation, achievement and attainment exists across the whole school for pupils 
and staff 

 Young people in all year groups are provided with a great many opportunities to learn in a range of 
contexts and to maximise achievement and attainment 

 Success is celebrated through our annual Awards Ceremonies and year-group Awards Assemblies, 
termly Achievement Assemblies, Merits (Get Raffled), School Stars, Praise Cards, Special Recognition 
Postcards, daily tannoys, Newsletters and through the local press,  our website and Twitter account. 

 School events provide opportunities for young people to be challenged and share their skills and 
talents with parents, families and the wider community (and to show off a little!) e.g. School Show, 
Cabaret etc 

 
 
Average Total Tariff Point at the end of S4 
 

 
Performance in Lowest 20% is greater than our Virtual Comparator  
Performance in  Middle 60% is greater than our Virtual Comparator  
Performance in         Highest      20%        is        greater       than         our        Virtual       Comparator 
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Attainment in Literacy & Numeracy by the end of S5 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Percentage of School Leavers in a Sustained Positive Destination 
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 When compared to similar schools across the country St Modan’s pupils consistently perform very 
well in SQA examinations and beyond national expectations in almost all measures 

 

 By increasingly identifying strategies which focus on raising attainment our school has increased 
attainment in examination performance consistently in recent years  

 

 St Modan’s worked hard again during last session to raise the attainment of those at risk of missing 
out, especially in S4 working with including Forth Valley College to provide appropriate skills, courses 
and qualifications, ensuring positive destinations for some of our most vulnerable leavers. 

 

 Better behaviour was encouraged and further rewarded through the development of our merit 
system (Get Raffled), involving achievement assemblies, in partnership with local companies and 
other partners. 

 

 Pupils maximised achievement through provision of a wide range of learning opportunities – formal 
and informal.  

 

 In S4 and S5 performance in Literacy and Numeracy at SCQF levels 4 and 5 out-perform our virtual 
comparator in almost all measures 

 

 Pupils are increasingly encouraged to reflect on their learning across the curriculum through 
teachers adopting AiFL techniques, use of pupil surveys (e.g. at the end of topics), exit passes, Glow 
profiles and learning logs, amongst others 

 

 When surveyed 96% of parents responded to say that their child feels safe at school 
 

 In pupil surveys 92% stated they got on well with school work 
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Tackling Disadvantage 
 
Pupils from all socio-economic backgrounds perform very well in St Modan’s. In recent years St Modan’s has 
seen significant increases in attainment for pupils of all backgrounds. The diagram below shows total tariff 
score for pupils in S4 when compared against the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) deciles.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Next Steps – Raising Attainment & Achievement for All 
 

 Continue to develop a strong culture of self-evaluation, self-reflection and school improvement 

 Ensure all staff engage fully in professional learning activities and opportunities to further improve 
attainment levels 

 Review annually the provision of courses to meet the needs of our learners, including bi-level 
teaching where necessary to ensure all pupils can access the learning and gain certification where 
possible 

 Engage with all members of the school community to improve our school – through information 
evenings, use of focus groups, the website etc 

 Continue to develop a strategic approach to Literacy, Numeracy and Health and wellbeing across 
the whole school 

 Further develop strategies to recognise and reward achievement and attainment throughout the 
session and to celebrate these publicly with peers 

 Extend Monitoring & Tracking procedures to include standardised testing data and Significant 
Aspects of Learning (S1-3)  

 Review and further develop existing strategies to raise attainment including RAFA strategies 
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QI 2.1 Learners’ Experiences  
The extent to which learners are motivated and actively involved in their learning 
 
 

 Our pupils are active participants in their own learning and are given opportunities in classes to 
direct the learning experience so that all in the class share a sense of ownership. Lessons are active 
and consist of a wide range of experiences, developing deep knowledge and understanding together 
with a variety of skills for learning, life and work. 

 

 Teachers regularly provide formative and summative feedback to pupils to maximise learning. Staff 
too are keen for feedback so provide pupils with opportunities to comment on and shape the 
learning experiences by influencing pace, topic and more. Staff have developed and incorporated 
AiFL strategies into learning and teaching which have impacted very positively on pupil success. 
Pupils assess each other too and provide peer feedback to each other as well as peer coaching to 
evaluate and support each other’s work. 

 

 All learners benefit from excellent relationships across the school community. These positive 
relationships are fundamental to the success of our school and are supported by our PSD structure 
where every pupil has a supporting PSD teacher working closely with him/her and the family. 
Excellent relationships allow teachers to challenge every pupil in every respect to be the best he/she 
can be. As a result the ethos across the school is one of compassionate rigour where pupils are 
motivated to learn and challenged to become active participants in their learning and development 

 

 
 
 

 All faculty areas are making greater use of technology to access and use educational websites and 
tools e.g. Edmodo, Scholar, GLOW and many more 

 

 Pupils continue to be offered opportunities at every level to develop their confidence and leadership 
skills. Last session pupils across the school supported parents’ nights, presented at information 
evenings, worked with the PTA, pupil council reps, class captains, buddying and much more. Seniors 
supported the staff of the school in working in teams to manage lunch queues, organise school 
events, run lunchtime and other activities, as sports leaders, buddies, P6/7 Transition Visit guides 
etc. 
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 Senior pupils were also key in the significant growth of Chaplaincy this session. By joining the Pupil 
Chaplaincy Team, working alongside the Staff Chaplaincy Team, they put their faith into action in 
parishes, supported by Parish Priests, organising a great many Chaplaincy events. 

 

 S4-5 pupils participated in a transition conference to inspire and motivate pupils before progressing 
to their new year-group. 

 

 Our extensive enhancement programme in S5/6 each year provides greater opportunities for 
personal development and  leadership including peer support, Autism support, school duties, 
transition support, work experience, college placement, S6 Council, organisation of clubs and other 
activities, Open University, study support and more 

 

 Many S5/6 pupils participated in our Performance PE and Sports Leaders classes involving 
certification in SFA coaching awards, First Aid, Sports Leadership. Our sports leaders coached school 
teams who, in some cases achieved great success, in addition to working with the pupils in our 
Autism Provision 

 

 Training was provided to all S6 pupils for Buddying, In-Class Peer Support, Facilitating Talking Mats 
and Attendance Support 

 

 Senior pupils acted as Buddies with our new S1 to support them through transition to Secondary 
school, working with them at intervals, lunch and in classrooms. Seniors also supported S1 in Paired 
Reading and in school clubs. 

 

 All pupils are regularly involved in charity fundraising – each year group has a chosen charity in 
addition to charities supported by the whole-school eg Mary’s Meals, Women’s Aid, SCIAF, 
Malaptop. Thousands of pounds each year are raised for these worthy charities. Last session pupils 
set up a food-bank station in our school which donated over 1000 food parcels to food banks across 
Stirling, Falkirk and Clacks. 

 
 Pupils are regularly provided with opportunities to extend their learning beyond the school gates. 

Over 100 pupils last session were involved in the Duke of Edinburgh programme and commit much 
of their time at weekends serving the local communities of Stirling, Falkirk and Clacks or trecking the 
hills of Scotland, developing their skills and confidence, working independently and in teams. Over 
the course of S3-6 pupils gain Bronze, silver and finally Gold Awards. Many of our school PTA events 
are now supported by the DofE pupils as part of their service to the school.  
 

 
 

 Our SVDP group, made up of pupils from S4-6 serve our local communities in a range of different 
ways from donations of cash to charities, to supporting food banks. Before Christmas the group 
invites local pensioners from our parishes to the school and treated them to a very special Christmas 
lunch, followed by a few tunes performed by our School Choir. 
 

 Our choirs sang throughout the year at school and other invitational events including Parishes, Care 
Homes and school concerts and other events 
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 Our School Show last session was ‘Oz’ involving over 50 pupils and 20 staff. As always our school 
show was a huge success attended by almost 1000 members of our extended school community. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 Last session St Modan’s continued to find new ways of recognising and celebrating pupil 
achievement, including the many exceptional achievements of or young people outside of school. 
We continue to develop our ‘Get Raffled Scheme’ to identify and celebrate those S1-3 pupils who 
met simple criteria including a prompt arrival to class and following teacher instructions promptly. 
Pupils were awarded with certificates Bronze, Silver and Gold depending on the number of merits 
awarded by teachers and were entered into a prize draw with prizes donated by local businesses eg 
Cinema tickets, family meals etc. At the end of each term certificates are awarded and prizes drawn 
at a ‘celebrating achievement assemblies’.  

 

 Pupils are encouraged at every opportunity to showcase their talents and do so by performing in 
school teams eg gymnastics etc. or at a number of special school events including our annual School 
Cabaret where pupils and staff perform, the School Show, our annual school dance show and 
monthly lunchtime performances as part of SPLOF (stuff presented at lunchtimes). Large numbers 
also performed throughout the year in our school choirs, orchestras, string groups, chamber choir 
and other musical groups. Last session the Under 15 football Team reached the Forth Valley cup 
final and our Gymnastics team won our first ever medals in this activity. 

  

 Over 40 S2 pupils went to Paris with the Modern Languages department, 2 pupils were selected to 
go to Auschwitz with the Rotary club  and one went to the European Youth Parliament 
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 During another typically eventful session in our Autism Provision 15 pupils were accompanied by 
staff on an excursion to London.  Additionally, as part of their Media course a number of pupils 
created a film about Rab C Nesbitt’s love interest with a young ‘Mary Doll’ as a high school pupil!  
The film was directed by professional Actor Davie McKay who has starred in River City amongst 
other shows and films 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 The pupils of our Autism Provision set up a Christmas shop as part of their enterprise education in 
conjunction with the S4 Enterprise class and raised almost £1000 for local charities  

 

 Six pupils from S6 (Monica Driver, Caitlin Diamond, Callum Wynd, Maria Glencross and Kirsty 
Somerville) successfully completed the Pope Benedict Caritas Award course and received their 
medals at a ceremony attended by over 800 other successful candidates and their families at the 
Clyde Auditorium in Glasgow 

 

 Senior pupils joined together in music and dance at our annual Royal Stuart Ball – the biggest event 
of the year for our S5/6 pupils. Having been taught their dance moves, from Dashing White Sergeant 
to Quick Steps and Foxtrots all who came along had a wonderful evening together and one to be 
remembered for many years to come. 
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 Over 1,000 pupils, staff and invited guests joined together to celebrate the feast of St Modan in 
January. Our Archbishop, Leo Cushley celebrated a whole-school Mass and was joined by, Fr Andrew 
(our school chaplain), Fr Mike Freyne (Tullibody/Alva), Canon John Harty (Alloa), Fr Pat Boylan 
(Denny) and Fr Hendrie (Banknock) – once again this proved to be a truly reflective, spiritual 
experience. 
 

 A number of senior pupils raised approx £2000 each to travel to countries across Africa and Asia and 
to spend 5 weeks of the Summer building schools, health centres and homes for the needy. They 
did this is partnership with the Lasallian Project following interviews and applications. 
 

 Over 300 pupils and family members attended the S1 welcome Event which included a Mass 
prepared by pupils and our school Chaplain, followed by school tours led by S1 then refreshments 
 

 All pupils engaged in four SMART afternoons and enjoyed activities ranging from creative, health 
and wellbeing activities to personal and social development workshops.  In May, S1 – 3 pupils 
enjoyed SMART week enabling extended periods of time (often full days) for learning in curricular 
areas providing opportunities for creative learning out-with the constraints of the normal 50 minute 
period slots. 
 

 Pupils enjoyed inter disciplinary activities including the S1 Elizabethan experience, the World War 
experience (as pictured below) and the S2 South America project 
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Next Steps  
 

 Continue to develop Leadership roles for pupils, staff and parents 

 Continue to find new ways of improving the Pupil Council to engage larger numbers of pupils in 
school improvement 

 Further develop ‘pupil voice’ with regards to improving learning in our school 

 Continue to develop teacher ‘Learning rounds’ and provide greater opportunities for sharing of good 
practice across the school 

 Further develop our strategies for promoting Literacy and Numeracy skills across the school 

 Develop leadership opportunities for senior pupils to work as Language Ambassadors in our Partner 
Primary Schools 
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How well does the school support young people to develop and learn?  
QI 5.1 The Curriculum  
 

 Throughout last session staff continued to develop the curriculum in line with the design principles 
of A Curriculum for Excellence, Courses of the Broad General Education were improved so that all 
pupils have the opportunity to benefit from a rich and challenging range of courses with 
opportunities for personalisation and choice to the end of S3.  
 

 

 The school consulted on school priorities with regards to CFE curricular changes in S1-3 including 
time allocation to each curricular area. Our curricular model now includes 2 periods of RE and PE in 
all year groups, to be phased in by 2016-17 as well as the introduction of a single period of Health 
and wellbeing for all S1 – 3 pupils. HWB course materials were further developed for all year groups 
for delivery by PSD teachers in S1 – S3. It is envisaged that these courses will further evolve over the 
coming sessions, integrating many of the planned whole-school developments such as improved 
monitoring/tracking, provision of better vocational information, profiling, self-reflection and skills 
for Learning, Life and Work etc. The changes to the  curriculum ensure all pupils in S1-3 will receive 
all of their BGE entitlements   

 

 The continuation of PE and RE in S5/6 during session 2014-15 will contribute significantly to the 
Health and wellbeing and spiritual development of all of our Senior pupils  

 
 

 Our curriculum review has resulted in offering ‘free choice’ to pupils when making course choices 
for entering S4/5/6. A greater number of pupils are satisfied with the subjects and courses on offer 
to them and we expect this to contribute to improved attainment. This increased personalisation 
and choice will be carefully planned to maximise attainment and achievement whilst better utilising 
school resources. In session 2014/15 pupils made subject choices towards the end of S3, S4 and S5.  
A greater degree of personalisation and choice is offered in a way which continues to ensure all CfE 
entitlements are met throughout S3 whilst preparing them fully for the Senior Phase (S4, 5 & 6). 

 

 In most subjects our pupils were presented in new Higher Qualifications. These courses will continue 
to evolve to provide the best possible experience for our young people. The new Highers will 
continue to dominate developments next session and staff will continue to work to improve delivery 
as expectations become clearer.  

 

 Staff continue to work with each other and with colleagues across Stirling and Clacks to develop 
confidence in areas such as course content, assessment and moderation. Through subject networks 
staff share their expertise, experiences and resources and engage in shared moderation exercises 
to develop a shared understanding of assessment standards. Many of our staff work closely with the 
SQA through duties as markers, writers etc and share this knowledge with colleagues during 
collegiate time and INSET. 

 

 Interdisciplinary work continues to develop across the school. Large ‘projects’ such as the S2 ‘Africa 
Project, our S1  ‘Elizabethan Project’ and S1 ‘Social Responsibility week’ and S2 ‘World War 
Experience’ offer deep learning opportunities and teachers now make regular links across the 
curriculum resulting in a greater sense of relevance and coherence for our young people. 
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 Learning & Teaching remains to be our highest school priority and the school continues to develop 
programmes of classroom visits and opportunities for teachers to share good practice. Our school 
calendar of self-evaluation activities will be used by faculties when identifying their own 
improvement calendars, including classroom observations by Principal Teachers and SMT, peer-
observations within and across faculties.  

 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) provide all teaching staff with opportunities throughout 
the session to discuss with each other significant aspects of learning and teaching and to learn from 
each other through professional discourse and classroom observations. 

 

 Our SMART days provided opportunities for all pupils to engage in/experience aspects of wider 
achievement and deeper learning. During our 4 SMART afternoons pupils participated in  activities 
such as rock climbing, golf, curling, jewellery making, Italian cookery, Drugs awareness, careers and 
much more. During SMART week pupil attended faculties for the whole day for deeper learning and 
experiences not otherwise possible in the normal period or two. An example of work done during 
SMART week included an in-depth study of the Jewish Holocaust in Social Subjects by S1  

 

 Throughout the session parents have been kept fully informed of school developments and have 
been given more opportunities than ever before to hear about them and to share their views. 
Information evenings, parent briefings, the school website, our school Twitter account and greater 
promotion of the school’s Parent council and PTA are some of the ways that the school has done 
this.  
 

 Pupils in our Autism Provision develop their skills in a wide variety of ways including through 
attending mainstream assemblies and classes and in addition to working with a great many partners 
and other agencies. Pupils are immersed regularly in real-life learning activities, including shopping, 
transport, health and fitness activities, gardening projects, excursions and many more. Successes 
ranged from Higher exam passes to independent living skills for others. In every case pupils of the 
provision live and work with those of the mainstream school by which all pupils and staff benefit 
enormously 
 

 The school worked with a great many external partners to support the wider curriculum. Partners 
include Skills Development Scotland (SDS), Construction Industry Training Board (CITB), 
Opportunities for All, Live ‘n’ Learn, Tree of Knowledge, Baldy Bane Theatre, Rape Crisis, Nil By 
Mouth and a great deal more.  
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Next Steps  

 We will continue to develop our curriculum to meet the needs of all learners in line with 
National guidance. 
 

 We will continue to explore new and creative ways of timetabling the school to maximise 
pupil choice, ensuring that more pupils are able to follow their chosen curricular and career 
path  

 

 We will continue to offer more choice for session 2015-16 for pupils 
 

 Staff will continue to improve the Broad General Education to further motivate and 
challenge pupils of all abilities and prepare them fully for the Senior Phase (S4 - 6) 

 

 Faculties will review courses on offer to pupils in the Senior Phase ensuring appropriate 
progression routes are available to pupils as they move through the school  

 

 Staff will continue to develop the New Higher and Advanced Higher courses 
 

 Modern Languages staff will continue to work with Primary Colleagues to further develop 
the teaching of Modern Languages in our Partner Primary schools as part of the 1+2 Project 

 

 We will review our current practices with regards to pupil profiling and make changes to 
improve this process.  

 

 We will develop improved strategies to assess and report on progress in the BGE using 
‘Significant aspects of Learning’ 

 

 We will further develop Literacy and Numeracy across the school through the Literacy and 
Numeracy development Teams 
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QI 5.3 Meeting Learning Needs  
 

 We continued to fund the post of Temporary Attendance & Welfare Officer to support regular 
attendance, particularly with regards to the lowest attaining 20%. Our attendance figures continue 
to increase to 92.61% (from 88% pre-pilot) due to this appointment and pupils at risk of missing out 
on education became better attenders resulting in the same group left school with higher than 
expected course qualifications 

 

 The school has excellent and improved partnerships, working across Stirling, Clacks and Falkirk, with 
agencies including ASN Outreach Services, Health Coleagues, SDS, Social Work, Educational 
Psychology Stirling Secondary Support services, Colleges and employers.  Together we worked hard 
to ensure a wide range of opportunities for all of our pupils and in particular for those at risk.  

 

 Our Pupil Support Structure provides pupils and families with a single point of contact in the school 
(the PSD Teacher). He/she meets the PSD class every day to register and discuss aspects of their 
learning, including progress, concerns, tracking, reports and more. Following school reports PSD 
teachers interview pupils about progress and together they map progress and next steps. The PSD 
Principal Teacher oversees this process and, with the Year group DHT identifies key groups in need 
of specific actions or support.    

 

 At transition points the PSD Team play a vital role in offering support and advice to pupils, paying 
particular attention to those in need of greater support. Our PSD Teams work with 2 Careers 
Advisers in SDS to identify key groups and work is targeted.  

 

 Our ASN team assesses pupils with suspected additional support needs at an early stage. 
Information from Primary Schools is collected through visits by our ASN and PSD Teams as early as 
P6 and support strategies are identified and shared with all relevant staff. Additional literacy, 
numeracy, science, dyslexia, EAL  and other support groups are timetabled throughout the week 
removing barriers to learning    

 

 In S3-6 the school works closely with SDS to identify and support our pupils most at risk of poor 
attainment so that career pathways and opportunities can be mapped out well in advance. Providing 
a  clear pathway for some of these young people is often the motivator for success eg complete and 
pass this – get guaranteed interview for college etc.  
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 Pupils are supported by a huge range of clubs and other opportunities to enhance their learning eg 
Supported Study in most subject areas and most levels, Clubs such as sports, film-making, school 
show, choirs, engineering club, computing, art & design and lots more. Staff are committed to 
offering this wide range because of their commitment to the shared ethos with regards to the 
holistic development of young people 
 

 

 All pupils in need of additional support have a GIS – a General Information Sheet, issued to all staff 
at the start of the year. The nature of these was reviewed and improved. S1 parents were offered 
the opportunity to attend and ASN Open Evening where the GIS was shared and adapted following 
parental input. These are shared with the young person and the parents before being issued so that 
both parents and pupils have an opportunity to improve the content, making them more effective  

 

 
 

 

 A very high level of personal support is provided to all pupils in St Modan’s due to the nature of our 
PSD structure. Since more than half of our teachers are directly involved with pupils and their 
families as a PSD teacher all staff have developed a deeper understanding of factors affecting a 
child’s development beyond those in the classroom. Teachers are caring and compassionate and 
work hard to ensure that Getting It Right for Every Child is a top priority for all of us 

 

 Collaborative work continued throughout the session between Autism Provision and mainstream 
staff, particularly in Life Skills and Media Studies courses.  Pupils gained success at a range of levels. 
 

 Developments continued around harnessing ‘Pupil Voice’ about meeting the needs of all learners.  
We use the Wellbeing Webs and these are being used to involve pupils in the planning of their 
learning.  In addition, SLA staff and S6 Peer Supporters were trained in using Talking Mats, to allow 
pupils with barriers in communication to express their opinions and have their voice heard. 
 
 

 Pupils in the Autism Provision had many successful learning experiences within and out with the 
classroom.  Their gardening and laundry projects continue to grow in strength with links established 
with Greenroutes, Dobbies and Gardening Scotland. 
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 In addition, Art Link facilitated a highly successful P7 to S1 transition project for us with some of our 
most vulnerable new S1 pupils.  The 7 week course ran very successfully and the pupils’ work was 
displayed in an exhibition in Stirling at the end of the course. This transition project was rated as 
highly successful by all involved.  

 

 There was enhanced support for pupils with ASD last session through close partnership working with 
ASN Outreach Services.  Last year pupils participated in a life-skills course at the Raploch Campus 
and a cycling project with Recyke-a-Bike.  This is in addition to one-to-one support for individual 
pupils. 

 

 Meeting emotional needs of pupils was recognised as a priority last session.  Group work was 
completed with SEBN service to meet the needs of an S4 group. We also have well-established links 
with the SEBN service to allow one- to-one work with key pupils facilitated by Integrated Support 
Workers.  Also last session we were able to offer a school counselling service in conjunction with 
NHS.  Principal Teachers PSD were able to refer pupils for counselling service as required. 
 

 Collegiate working at School Liaison Group last session allowed for self-evaluation and planning 
around key areas like – MLNS of EAL (English Additional Language) pupils, Positive Destinations, 
Quality Assurance of  Forth Valley IAF procedures and Mental Emotional wellbeing.  Review was 
undertaken of SLG with plans established to work in a solution-focused way in session 2015-16 
around MLNs of pupils who are requiring additional support. 
 

 Successful review of Alternative Assessment Arrangements for the new NQs.  Pupil reviews proved 
very positive and pupils felt they had been listened to and their comments taken into consideration. 
 

 Embedded a number of successful ICT developments to allow pupils to become more independent 
learners.  Clicker 6 was used again this session successfully for pupils with ASNs to allow them to 
pass NQs assessments on their own 
 

 In 2015 – 16 the school will be leading in a national pilot implementing the ‘Nurture Principles’ (How 
Nurturing Is Our School?) across the school 
 

 Two Acting Principal Teachers of Developing Scotland’s Young Work Force were appointed and will 
continue in their role through session developing links with industry and supporting young people 
to enter into sustainable positive destinations post school 
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Next Steps  

 

 Further develop the Tracking and Monitoring procedures to support raising attainment for all, 
especially those at risk 

 

 Continue to use Action Planning Meetings following tracking episodes and support young people 
through mentoring and other programmes 

 

 Further develop working partnerships with local businesses as part of the Skills for Learning, Life and 
Work programmes (DYW) 

 

 Further improve Positive Destinations for our young people 
 

 Further develop the process of profiling to develop our young people’s capacity for self-reflection 
and recognition/articulation of strengths and areas for development 

 

 Continue to develop pupil voice with regards to learning and teaching 
 

 Further develop Health and Wellbeing course materials for use across all year groups 
 

 Introduce & embed nurture principles 
 

 Further develop whole school positive behaviour learning strategies 
 

 Preventing bullying policy into practice 
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How well does the school improve the quality of its work?  
QI 5.9 Improvement through Self Evaluation 
  

 As a school we are committed to being reflective in all of our practices.  Self-evaluation is a key 

priority for staff and has become further embedded across all that we do in St. Modan’s High School.  

Our Improvement Plan focuses on high quality, successful experiences and outcomes for young 

people.  Our Improvement Plan is designed and presented in a way that it can be easily used as a 

working document to reflect against examples from HMIE documentation (‘Journey to Excellence’ 

& ‘How Good Is Our School 3’) in line with what is considered to be good and excellent practice.  

 

 As individuals and with colleagues, we evaluate our own class-work as reflective practitioners and 

make improvements.  We are committed to career long professional learning.  We offer regular in-

house activities including Professional Learning Communities and Learning Lunches (opportunities 

for sharing good practice) and we are also supported by external partners delivering specialist 

training as appropriate, most of which is offered out-with the school. 

 

 Our School Leadership Team (21 members of staff) studied a Diploma in Coaching & Mentoring 

throughout the course of the session in order to fully support all staff in regard to professional 

review and development to ensure positive impacts on learning. 

 

 
 

 In depth SQA analysis takes place at all levels in the school and this allows us to make comparisons 

to our virtual comparator school.  This allows us to celebrate success and put initiatives in place that 

will bring about improvements.  Whole school prelim analysis took place again this session and 

allowed us to intervene to support pupils more effectively.  This was another step towards a more 

rigorous and robust system of tracking and monitoring which is evolving through better use our MIS 

(SEEMIS). 

 

 All staff attended networking meetings to share good practice throughout the local authority. 
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 Senior Management and Faculty PT representatives completed networking visits to other schools to 

identify and discuss good practice. 

 

 By the end of April we received in excess of 1000 completed surveys about our school based on the 

survey used by HMIe before commencing with a school inspection.  Each survey is analysed and 

findings are the basis of the beginnings of our Improvement Plan.  The surveys also allowed us to 

contact individual parents quickly to discuss any significant matters arising. 

 

 Collegiate meetings are based on school improvement and focussed on curriculum planning over 

the session.  ‘Staffshare’ meetings were offered regularly mirroring discussions at school leadership 

team meetings.  These meetings were offered to further enhance consultation and communication 

for all staff and provided a framework for in depth staff consultation. 

 

 We have developed faculty reflection strategies to enable our staff to evaluate their work and set 

targets for further improvements prompted by our whole school self-evaluation planner.  This acts 

as a monthly reminder about what requires to be discussed in line with what the national 

expectations are of an excellent school.  It encourages every member of staff to be more aware of 

their faculty strengths and areas for improvement.  The process involves every member of staff and 

highlights when specific evaluations should take place in the school calendar.  
 

 Over 100 Learning Visits took place across the school to allow the opportunity to self-reflect on 

individual classroom practice.  The themes of the visits were QI 5.3 Meeting Learning Needs and QI 

2.1 Learners’ Experiences.  This allowed for self-reflection and faculty reflection/discussion about 

areas of good practice and areas for improvement. 

 

 Two whole school Learning Rounds events took place led by a member of staff who attended a 

networking visit at a school in a different local authority.  Over 20 members of staff participated.  

Learning rounds feature on the whole school self-evaluation planner.  They are a good way for staff 

to self-reflect on their individual practice/strategies and discuss ideas with others in a very open 

format. 

 

 School and Faculty Improvement Plans take account of national priorities in education and local 

authority priorities contained in the LA Improvement Plan.  Priorities are identified as a result of 

consultation/surveys with pupils, parents, staff and partners.  These priorities are summarised and 

made into posters which are displayed in every classroom across the school.  The full improvement 

plan can be downloaded from the school website. 
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Next Steps 

 We will continue to develop strategies to develop pupil voice initiatives and use the Pupil Council 

and Lead Learner initiative as a more strategic group within the context of self-evaluation for school 

improvement. 

 

 Use faculty Self-Evaluation planners more widely as a focus for all staff in discussing and reflecting 

on faculty strengths and areas for improvement. 

 

 Use the whole school self-evaluation planner as a guide for all staff to trigger collegiate discussion 

about monthly focuses. 

 

 Continue to develop Learning Rounds across the school and across the learning community 

 

 Use national documentation so that the school and individual faculties can self-evaluate in line with 

the national expectancies of being excellent. 

 

 Pilot faculty reviews by invitation to assist with individual faculty self-evaluation. 

 

 Become more ‘data rich’ to help inform us of strengths and areas for improvement – including SQA 

analysis, tracking & monitoring of individual pupils and national testing. 

 

 Develop our use of INSIGHT as an evaluative tool for all staff 

 

 Use annual surveys in a more focused way to gather information about specific school priorities. 

 

 Use individual faculty pupil surveys to gather information with regard to faculty specific strengths 

and areas for improvements – ‘you said, we did’ approach to pupil voice 

 

 We will encourage and support more staff to attend specific self-evaluation for school improvement 

professional learning events 

 
 


